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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E S8 ( 1 9 9 2 ) , NUMBER 4, P A G E S 2 9 2 - 3 0 8 
ON ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF 
EMPIRICAL PROCESSES 
PETR LACHOUT 
The paper studies asymptotic behaviour of special type of empirical processes, inspired by specific 
properties of empirical distribution functions. The problem of convergence in distribution is discussed 
in Theorem 1. The relevant and more useful result of Theorem 2 establishes convergence in the space 
D. Section 2 discusses possible consequences if empirical distribution functions in a regression model 
are considered. An example indicates that the space D is not sufficient to study the convergence even 
if empirical distributions of simple processes are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Asymptotic properties of empirical distribution function based on i. i. d. random vari-
ables belongs to the classical results of the probability theory. A slight violation of 
independence as well as different distributions of random variables bring raise a lot of 
difficulties. Therefore, considerable interest is given to empirical distribution function 
based on linear regression residuals. Portnoy [7] discusses an approach based on regres-
sion quantiles and Miller [5] investigates methods using a n5-consistent estimator under 
Gaussian errors. Nevertheless, convergence in the space D(0,1) is a frequently used tool 
when properties of empirical distribution are studied. The aim of the present paper is 
a generalization of the above approaches. Connection between the empirical process (1) 
and an empirical distribution function in linear regression is discussed in Section 2. 
Throughout the paper we shall use. the following notations: 
R denotes the set of real numbers. 
•N denotes the set of natural numbers. 
Xn —* X denotes convergence in distribution of processes Xn to the process X; i. e. all 
finite-dimensional distributions of the process Xn converge to the corresponding 
finite-dimensional distribution of the process X. 
Xn —> X in A.(0,1) denotes weak convergence of processes Xn to the process X in the 
Dd(Q, 1) topology (cf. [6], (8) for definition and [1], [3] for verifying criteria). 
Moreover, we will accept a convention that every convergence will be considered for n 
tending to infinity. Further, a distribution function and the corresponding measure will 
be denoted by the same symbol. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
We shall consider empirical processes in the following form: 
n *(«) 
Xn(a, V,^) = E E
 a'> W * < *»«(')) ~ ^(WW)) - (1) 
i=i i=i 
where a „ € R , k(i)eli, ipa • (0,l)d -» R'< .€(0,1)'' and X i , . . . , X „ are i.i.d. 
o-dimensional random vectors with a common d.f. F, moreover a = (a.i).=i,,=i) 
<p = (<^.i)"=i j=] and d.f. F are considered as parameters of the process Xn. 
We will investigate a sequence Xn(an,ipn,Fn) of such processes namely its asymp-
totic behaviour. To simplify notations we shall use additional shorthand notations for 
parameters like that 
an = («.in)"=, j iV
0 , Vn = ( v ^ - ^ J i V 0 a n d Fn. 
In Sections 1 and 2 two types of convergence of empirical processes (1) are investigated. 
The proofs are postponed to Section 3. 
Theorem 1. Let Xn (an,tpn,Fn) be a sequence of random processes possessing the 
following properties: 
(i) *«.») 
i=naxn ] T |ay„| — 0; (2) 
" i=i 
(ii) there exists a finite limit 
n *(«» 
£ £ a » «•>» (Fn(Vijn(t) A w W ) - Fn(^B(.)).P*(v.P»(*))) — -*(*, *) (3) 
«'=i i .p=l 
for every s, <€ (0,l) r f. 
Then Xn(an,ipn,Fn) —> W, where W is a Gaussian process with zero means and 
covariance function H. 
This result is interesting but not sufficient for investigating properties of the whole 
trajectories of the process, e.g. supremum or some integral of the process. In such a 
case we need to use a stronger convergence properties as, for example, convergence in 
the space Dd(0,1)- To begin with, we shall need some definitions. 
Definition 1. The function <p : (0, l)d —• TRd is said to be coordinatewise nonde-
creasing and continuous if (p(t) = (<pl(tl),..., <pd(td)) and <pl,..., ipd : (0,1) —• R are 
nondecreasing and continuous. 
Definition 2. For d 6 IN, *,. denotes the set of all permutations of coordinates in 
(0,1)". 
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Definition 3. For d <E IN; r = 0 , 1 , . . . ,d - 1; p = 0 , 1 , . . . ,d - r - 1 and i/> e *,., 
define a cr-field 
Bd,r,P,4 = rl> ( (-oo,0)
r x (-oo, 1)" x B((0,1)*"'-')) , 
where B((0, l ) d — P ) denotes the Borel cr-field on (0, l ) - - r - p . 
Definition 4. For tp : (0, l)rf —• R'' coordinatewise nondecreasing and continuous 
d . . 
and A= X ( a \^ ' ) € Bd,r,p,^, denote 
v(A) = xy^ww)), 
with y>'(—oo) = —oo. 
The definition is necessary because the function <p is not introduced outside the set 
(0, \)d. Thus an image of the set A must be explained. 
Now we are in a position to formulate the result concerning convergence in the space 
Dd(0,\). 
Theorem 2. Let Xn(an,ipn, Fn) be a sequence of processes such that q = d and all 
ipijn are coordinatewise nondecreasing and continuous. Moreover, assume that there exist 
numbers cyn € 1R and finite measures (ir,pj, on Bd,T,p,^, with continuous marginals, i. e. the 
functions f(t) = fir,p,^, (ip((-oo,0)
r x (-oo, 1)P x (0,t) x (0, 1 ) » - - - P - 1 ) ) a r e continuous; 
such that: 
Fn(viin(A)) < ajnfir,PAA) for every A = X (a
u,6u) G #„>,-,*• (4) 
u=l 
(ii) There exist Q g R such that 
„ *(.,„) „ /*(.» \ 2 
£ £ aU«i» < <?, £ £ la«i«l «y- < <? for e v e > y » e IN. (5) 
i = l J=l 1=1 \ j = l / 
(iii) For arbitrary j , p = \,... ,k(i,n), j ^ p and 
/I = X («", bu), B = X (ffu,!»") , / l , B € B.<,,.*, F„(^ n ( /1) n 9,pn(B)) = 0. (6) 
u=l U=I 
( i v) *(..») 
,niax( £ lay,| —> 0. ' (7) 
' >=i 
(v) There exists a finite limit 
„ *(.» 
£ £ «.> «,-» (Fn(<pijn(t) A ^ p n ( S ) ) - FH(<pijn(t))FH(<pijm(8))) —+ / /( / . *) (8) 
•=i i = i 
for every t, s € (0, l)rf. 
Then A'n(an, < „̂, F„) —• W in Z)<,(0,1), where W is a Gaussian process with zero means 
and covariance function H. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
Consider a regression model Yi = Xifi + e„ i = 1,2,..., where 
Yi, Y2,... are the observed fc-dimensional vectors, (9) 
Xi, X2,... are non-random k x d-real matrices, 
0 is an unknown d-dimensional vector, 
e,, e 2 , . . . are i. i. d. random fc-dimensional vectors with a common 
distribution function F. 
The problem is to find an estimator of F. One possibility is the following 
Fn(t) = I £ / [Yii - *,/?„ « ] = ^ / [ e i < f + X,(A - /?)] , (10) 
i= i t=i 
t € IR*, where 0n is a consistent estimator of 0. A study of such a process results in an 
examination of the process 
K(t,s) = -Y^I[ei<t + ri(n)Xis}, t £ R*, 5 € lR*. (11) 
Specifically, the function ?? could be the rate of consistency of 0n. The relation between 
this two processes is given by Fn(t) = F* (t, -hj(0n — 0)) • 
Let us denote Xn = £ £ " = ,
 XU a n d l e t V F and V 2 F be the gradient of F and the 
matrix of second derivatives of F, respectively. 
The processes F* have the required structure (1). Thus the previous theorems can 
be employed to derive some asymptotic properties of F*. Case 1 and Case 2 show 
a comparison with the theoretical error distribution function F. Case 3 and Case 4 
study the difference between F* and an empirical distribution function based on errors. 
Necessary definitions are before Case 3. 
Case 1. Let sup \\XJ\ < +oo, lim Jnnln) = n e H, A C JRk such that 
n=l,2,. . . " -H-°° 
F has the total differential at every point of A and F is continuous at every point 
ti A<2; *,, t2 € A. Then 
(y/n(F*(t,s) - F(t))-r)VF(t)Xns;t g A,s € R
rf) --> W, (12) 
where VF is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function 
H(U,a\\ t2,s2) = F(h A t2) - F(U)F(t2). 
Proo f . Take *,, t2 € A, «,, «2 € R
rf and consider the sum 
- ] C {F((U + 7 ( » ) * 1 ) A (*1 + r)(n)X,s2)) 
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- F(t\ + n(n)XiS\)F(t2 + t,(n)XiS2)} = 
= F(t\At2)-F(t\)F(t2) + 
+ i E {F ((U + r,(n)XiS\) A (t2 + r,(n)XiS2)) - F(t\ A t2)} -
~ \, E (F(*« + *(»)*•«.) " F(h)) F(t2 + n(n)XiS2) -
i=, 
- ^(*i)^ E (F<**+•»(»)*«•») - F(*-)) -
= F ( . , A * 2 ) - F ( . , ) F ( t 2 ) + o(l). 
Then, by Theorem 1, 
( v t n í ғ Л ť ^ J - І ^ F Í ť + vHЛ-.й)); ( Í Л Í Є R M VҜ 
Theorem 1 can be used since there always exists a surjective map (0, \ ) k + d —• A x lrtd 
and the convergence in distribution refers to finite distributions only. 
The proof is completed if we note that 
4 = E F(t + v(n)XiS) = y/TiF(t) + Vn~n(n)VF(t)Xns + Vn~o(n(n)) = 
v " 7Z7 
= vA."F(.) + >7VF(.)A
>
n(s) + o(l). a 
In what follows we shall need a generalization of the space Dd(0,1). 
Definition 5. Let A\,.,.,Ad C R be any intervals and Z,Z\,Z2,... be stochastic 
processes indexed by A, x . . . x Ad- Then 
Zn — * Z in D(A\ x ...x Ad) 
iff there exist increasing surjective functions ip,;: (0,1) —> A*, i = 1, • • •, d 
( A* = ( inf a, sup a ) ), and extensions Z, Z\, Z2,... of Z, Z\, Z2,... indexed by A*n x 
\ « e * aeAi I) 
... x Ad such that 
Znotp—>Zo<p in £>rf(0,1), 
where y> = <f\ x ... x ipd-
Observe that if the process (F*(f,.s); t £ A\ x . . . x Ak, s € (-1,1)' ') belongs to 
D(A\ x . . . x Akx (—1, l)
d) then d = k and A', are diagonal matrices with non-negative 
elements. Hence an approximation of F* must be considered. 
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Case 2. Let sup ||A'.|| < +oo, lim »/i7?;(».) = 17 € 1R, A\,..., An C 1R be any 
__ 1 = 1,2,... 71-+00 
intervals, A = /l* x . . . x A*., A = A D R*\ Moreover, let VF be continuous on A and 
V 2 F bounded on a neighbourhood of A and 
if sup||rt|| = +oo then lim ||VE(«)|| = 0. 
There exist e > 0 and a finite Borel measure /( on R with continuous marginals such 
that F(B + t) < fi(B) for every t G IRfc, ||t|| < e, B = X («;,ft), «; = -00 or 
;=i 
d _ ,1 
a, G A*, ft G A*, cv, < /?,. Put 0_iB = ___ IXf - X>n*\, Qn = ± ___ Q,,„. Then 
P=I " ;=i 
i _T / [e, < « + r,(n)A„.s - r,(n)Q1<n] < F,.(M) < (13) 
1=1 
- -J2'ie'<t+nw*** + "(»)<?.,.] 
for every < G .R*\ .s G Rd and the following convergences take place 
^ l ^ n e i < t + r,(n)Qi,n]~F(t)\+iiVF(t)Qn, t e A) -^ (14) 
W(t), t G A) in /)(/!), 
^(^nei<t-n(n)Qi,n] + F(t)\-fjVF(t)Qn-, t G /I J — 
—> (IV(<), . G A) in D(A), 
where W is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function H(t\,t2) = 
F(t\?\t2)-F(t\)F(t2). 
Proof . The inequality (1.3) is evident. The assertion (14) is based on verifying the 
assumptions of Theorem 2 for the process 
.,„)}; « e ( o . i ) f c ] . - / = - £ {! [e-i < p..) + •/(»)<?.,,.] - F(<p(i) + r,(n)Qun)} ; 
where ip — <p\ x . . . X <pH,<Pi '. (0,1) —* /4* are increasing surjective functions. 
(4) takes place since /io<p has all marginals continuous and F(ip(B)+if(n)Qi<n) < fiotp(B) 
for every set W = x(ftMft.) €/5_.,.,,,... if 2l)(n)d sup ||A'.|| < S. 
1=1 1=1 ,2 . . . . 
(5), (6). (7) are evident. 
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(8) takes place since the same technique as in the proof of Case 1 implies 
- f\ {F((v(U) + n(n)QitU) A (v(t3) + v(n)Qi,n)) -
11 i=i 
- F M t i ) + n(n)Qi,n)F(<p(h) + I J H Q . , - ) } = 
= F(rfU) A V(ta)) - FW(U))F(*(t2)) + o(l). 
Then in D(A) 
( ^ ^ E l ; k < - + vWQ^ - F(< + •»(»)«..«)}; * e /i J —> (W(<),. € /i). 
Moreover, 
*(-) = ^ E F ( < + ̂ n)<3'>)-v^lr(0-»)VF(<)0« = 
= ^=|](VF(« + e,,u)-VF(i))Qi,ur/(n) + (vArrKn)-^)VF(i)On^O 
since ||&,n|| < 2n(n) sup ||AP||. Further, 
p=1,2,... 
9n(t) - gn(s) = ^ E W* + ?(
n)G.>) - FW - F('s + *(")<?.») + F(5)) -
- r,(VF(t)-VF(s))Qn = 
= ^ E 'i V F ( * + o - VF(s+£.»)} *>»?(») -
- r)(VF(.)-VF(S))o,,= 
- >4(,-"'(l£,'+0)L0'"" 
- > j (VF( i ) -VF( . , ) )Q„ 
w ' t n HCnlli llffnll — 2f/(«) sup ||A'P||, implies that the functions gn°f are uniformly 
p=l,2,... 
continuous on (0, l)fc, according to the assumption on the existence and the properties 
of V F and V2F. The fact that 
(Zn(t) + /»(<), < € (0, l)
fc) —• Z in Dfc(0,1) if 
(Zn(t), t € (0, l)
fc) —• Z in Dfc(0,1) and /„ -4 0 uniformly on (0, l)
fc, 
completes the proof since the second part of (14) can be verified by a similar way. • 
The second problem is to investigate the distance between F*(-,-) and the empirical 
distribution function of errors 
Fft(*) = i V / [ e t < i ] . (15) 
" i=i 
Various properties of this distance are discussed in the following two cases. 
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Case 3. Let sup \\Xn\\ < +00, lim s/nr](n) = ' ~ R, 
n=,,2,... n~+oo 
lim - ] T (A',5, A A',s2 - A.s, A 0 - A,s2 A 0) = A(sx, s2) e 1R 
t=i 
for every s,, s2 6 R
rf, /I C Rfc such that the d.f. F has the bounded second derivatives 
on A and the total differential at every point /, A t2, /,, t2 £ A. Then 
(n t (F,*(M) - F„(/.)) - n* r,(n) VF(t) Xns; t £ A, s ~ E
d ) 4 IV, (16) 
where IV is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function 
//(t,,-s,;/2,.s2) = »/VF(/, At2)A(/,,s,;/2,.s2) 
and 
/ h(sx,s2)} \U\ = t2 
h(h,Sl;t2,s2), = ( , j = \,...,k 
\ 0 if t{^ t2 
Proof . Consider that 
n~ (^F*(t,s) - F„(/)) = »»"< £~ (/[e, < / + r](n)X,s} - /[e. < /]). 
.=1 
Hence the empirical process A'.^a,,,^,,, Fn) is such that 
fc(i,n) = 2, a,,„ = n - *, a,-2n = —»»~
T, 
<Pi\n(t,s) =t + T)(n)XiS, 
<Pi2n(t,s) = t and Fn = F. 
Take /, , /2 G A, su s2 € R
rf then 
n~* £ iF ( ( t l + _(n)^"i) A («- + -(»)*.a-)) - F(( f» + V(n)A,s,) A i2) -
.= 1 
- F (/, A (t2 + i](n)X,s2)) + F(/, A /.2)} -
- n~* X , <F (*' + '/(")-V-s,)r(/2 + »/(»).V,,s.2) - F(/, + »/(»»)A',,s,)F(/2)-
- F(/ , )F(/ 2 + »/(n).Y,,s2) + F(/.,)F(/2)} = 
= t r i VF( i , A h) £ ~ {(/, + »/(n)A',.s,) A (t2 + »/(n)A,.s2) - (/, + n(»»)A,.s,) A / 2 -
- t", A(/2 + »/(n).V,.s2) + /, A/2} + v/no(»/(n))-
- n-*»/2(n)^VF(/ , ) .V ! . s , •VF(/2).V,.s2 + vl»T'/(n)o(»/(»)) = 
i=l 
= v/»T'/(»)VF(/l A/2)A(/,,.s,;/2,.s.2) + o(l) = 
= »/VF(/, A/2)A(/,,.s,;/.2,.s2)+o(l). 
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The assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled, therefore 
ÍJ þ i , S ) - F в ( í ) ) - n - i ^ ( F ( í + ф ) а д - ř ( i ) ) ; í Є A, s є IFťj W. 
Theorem 1 can be employed because of there always exists a surjective map (0, \)k+d —» 
A x Rrf and convergence in distribution refers to finite distributions only. 
The nonstochastic part could be further approximated 
n-^(F(t + n(n)X,s)-F(t)) = 
i=1 
= n-i^7 ? (70VF(i) .Y t . s + ,|fO(r/
2(n)) = 
. = i 
= n-V(n)V F(t) Xns + 0(n'>
/4), 
since the second derivatives of F are bounded on A. • 
The convergence in the space D cannot be derived, because sup ||W^(i, s)\\ = +oo if 
t€A 
h(s,s) = lim - V_ |A".|a > 0 and # / . = +oo. The necessity leads us to fix a point 
n—+oo " j _ , 
1 € A and to assume A'; = diag/>;, />; > 0, k = d, because this is the only one case 
where (F,;(t,a), a 6 ( - 1 , l)k) _ D((-\, \)k). 
Case 4. Let t <G R*\ A, = diag/7;, pi > 0, sup ||p,|| < +oo, pn = £ ]>_ />i, p„ —• 
t_l,2,... i=l 
p £ R", v/"7?!") —> J? € R. Let V 2 F be bounded in a neighbourhood of the point t 
and e > 0 be such that the function 
FpX(x) = F ( i + £(( -°o ,0)
p x (-£,_,) x . . . x (-£,;_,.__))) 
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (—e,e)'~p with a 
bounded density, for every p s_ 0 , 1 , . . . , k— 1 and for every permutation £ of coordinates. 
Then 
(n* (F,;( i , .s)- Fn(t)) -nir,(n)VF(i) diag/>n.s; a £ (-1,1)*) —- (17) 
— . W \n D((-\,\)k), 
where W is a Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance function 
I/(a,,.s2) = 7/VF(i)diag/>(.s, A .s2 - .s, A 0 - a2 A 0). 
P roo f . Use the transformation ip(t) = %— 1 and verify the assumptions of Theorem 2 
for empirical processes Xn(an,yn, F„) where 
fc(.', tt) = 2, o, ln = n~~, aiin = —n~~, 
9<m(-s) = f + ?j(n)A,a, 
¥>«_(») = i and F„ = F. 
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First, the assumption (4): 
Take p = 0 , 1 , . . . ,k - 1,£ a permutation of coordinates and A € #({0, l)k~p) 
F(t + n(n)Xit ° v?((-oo, l)p x A)) < M I dXk-P - Mn(n)Xk-P(A). 
J2n{n)*upi=lJ \M\A 
The assumption (5): 
^2rr^Mn(n) = My/n~n(n) < Q, 
«=i 
^2 (n~*Mn(n)\ = My/nn(n) < Q, since n(n) - » ^ € R . 
«=i 
The assumption (6) is evident since y>l2n S t and then <pan(B) = 0 everytime. 
The assumption (7) is evident. 
The assumption (8) was verified in the proof of Case 3. 
Then, by Theorem 2, 
M(F„(M)-F»w)-»-'t(F(i + ')W^)-^))i «e(-i,i)*J — 
—• W m D((-l,l)k). 
Moreover, 
gn(s) = n~< J^ (






- F(t + n(n) Xiv) + n(n)VF(t) X{v) = 
= n-irj(n) £ {VF(t + n(n)l(,n) - VF(t)) Xi(s -v) = 
«=i 
= --Vim t c d ^ o ^ M a ) ' ^ «-.). 
wliere 
llfc-IL | |C l l< "UP Ikpll-
p=l,2. . . 
Then the functions </„ are uniformly continuous on (—1,1)*. This completes the proof 
ill the same way as the proof of Case 2. O 
Case 2 and Case 4 give immediately consequence for the empirical process Fn. 
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Corollary. The condition ft,-,? = Or (n'*) leads to sup \FM) - F(t)\ = Op (n~^) 
\ ) , 6 / , 1 I \ J 
in Case 2 and 
\K(t) - Fn(t) - VF(t)d\Agpn0n - p)\ = Op(n~r) in Case 4. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
We shall write Xn(an,<pn, Fn) = £ " . , Xin (an,<pn,Fn) where Xin (an,<pn, Fn) (t) = 
- Ei=in ) ««> ('(*« < ¥>«»(*)) - fi.(VXj»(-))), » = 1, • • •, n. The covariance of 
-Vm(a»,¥>n, ^»)(*) a"d •#.»(<.„, Vn» Fn)(s) is expressed as 
cov (A'in(an,(y5„,Fn)(.), Xin(an,<pn,Fn)(s)) = (18) 
*(•» 
= Yl «<>«•»» (F»(V«>»C) A <r*«P»W) - I»(^i»(i))I,»(V.pn(^))) • 
J,P=I 
Convergence in distribution can be verified by McLeish's CLT for martingale differences. 
Let us recall that Zu..., Zn are martingale differences iff 
E Z, = 0, E \Z, \ZU..., Z,_i] = 0 for j = 2,.. .,n. 
For example, independent variables with zero means are martingale differences. 
Lemma 1 (McLeish CLT). Let Y\n,...,Ynn be martingale differences with the fol-
lowing properties: 
E .maxjy,„ | —• 0; (19) 
V Y2n —> a
2, where a2 is a finite constant. (20) 
J = I 
Then JZ Yjn —* Y, where Y is a Gaussian r. v. with zero mean and variance a2. 
J=I 
Proof . Cf. [2] or [4]. D 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the Cramer-Wald Theorem (see, e. g., [9], III.4.6, p. 217), 
it is sufficient to verify the convergence 
£ÄЛ',1(«.И<Ѓ»,Ѓ
,») (**) Л ү,ßkw(tk) 
for arbitrarily chosen 0U- • -,0K € R; tu... ,tK £ (0, \)
d and K € IN. 
Therefore, fix K € N; 0U.. .,fiK <= R; . . , . . .,tK € (0, l)
rf and put 
Yin = EL ^X,n(an,^n, Fn) (tk). 
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a) Since Vi„, . . . , Ynn are independent then they can be considered as martingale differ-
ences as well. 
b) \Yin\< £*, , l&IE-fr 'knl. hence 
K *(.» 
E max |V;„| < E IlM m a x E la0"l —* 0. Now (19) follows immediately. 
'= 1 " *=i •=1 n >=i 
c) We will compute mean and variance of the sum £"_, Yin. 
EE^. = E v a r ^ = 
i=l i=l 
n K 
= E E &&cov (x-«(a- V- F»K<«)- ***(«». v - F«)(^))= 
i= l u,w=1 
K n *(.» 
= E A A E E a->a'>» (F-(^->(<«) A wp»(«-)) -
u,u=l i= l j,p=l 
K 
- Fn {<Pijn(tn))Fn(<pUtv))) — £ 0uftvH{tuytv) 
u,v=\ 
var E >?« = E var Y?» ^ E EV«" ^ 
i= l i=l i=l 
-s (-fe1^1) • ( J S S . S K - I ) EEV:« —°-
Hence, J ^ - t E MvH (tuJv). 
i=i „,«=i 
We have verified the assumptions of Lemma 1 therefore 
n U U 
E Y?n = £ P**n (««. ¥>»• F„) (.«) A £ A.W(t\,) for arbitrarily chosen U € IN, 
i= l u=l u=l 
A , . . . , A ; £ R , <i, • • • , t v G (0,1 )
rf. The proof is complete. D 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we introduce some lemmas and definitions. 
Lemma 2. Let / . , . . . , /„ , </,, ... ,</„ be r. v.'s with zero mean and Effgf < +oo, 
E/j2 < +oo, Ejrf < +oo for every i = l , . . . , t i . Let the pair (/,, 5,) be independent of 




I / - 4 ( É E ^ . 2 + E E ^ E E ^ + 4 ( Ě E ^ N ! ) 
\i=i .=1 J=I \.=i / / 
(21) 
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since the other terms vanish because of the independence and zero means of the consid-
ered r. v.'s. D 
The concept of an increment of a stochastic process around a set is crucial in what 
follows. 
Definition 6. Let X = ((X(t), t € (0, \)d) be a stochastic process and 
A = X (a., b() € Brf,r,P,̂  (cf. Definition 3); then 
AX(A)= £ {-l)*m-i)X(«,,...,6d) (22) 
is called the increment of X around A. 
The increment of an empirical process has a useful special form. 
Lemma 3. Let Xn(a,ip, F) be an empirical process and <pij be coordinatewise non-
decreasing and continuous for arbitrary i = l , . . . , n ; j = \,...,k(i). If F possesses 
continuous marginals, it means that the functions 
f(t) = E(>((-co,0)r x ( -oo, l )" x (Q,t) x ( 0 , 1 ) ^ - " - ' ) ) 
are continuous, then 
Xn(a,<p,F)<E A;(0,l)a.s.; (23) 
n Hi) 
AXn(a,<p,F)(A) = £5>,-( / (*.•
 e ^M)) ~ ?&*(*))) (24) 
i=i j = i 
for every A = X (<*., M € Hd,rj,,0. 
P roof . The process has the desired limits at every point of (0, \)d. A confusion may 
appear on the lower boundary of (0, \)d, but the probability of such an event is zero 
since F is continuous. Therefore, Xn(a, <p, F) € A.(0,1) a. s. The second part of Lemma 
follows immediately since y>y are coordinatewise nondecreasing. Recall that the set 
<Pij(A) was introduced in Definition 4. D 
The convergence in D^(0,1) will be proved using the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4. Let Xn = (Xn(t), t € (0,1)'')) € A.(0,1) a.s. be stochastic processes 
satisfying the following conditions: 
There is a stochastic process X = (X(t), t € (0, l)d) such that Xn - i X. (25) 
There exist a, 0 > 0 and finite measures I'r.p.V' °n Bd,T,p,^, (26) 
for r = 0 , l , . . . , d - l ; p = 0,1,...,d- r - 1; ip 6 *,. such that 
(i) every measure /ir,Pi^has continuous marginals; it means that the functions 
f(t) = f W (il>((-co,0)r x ( -oo , l ) " x (0,t) x (0, \)d~r-"-1)) 
are continuous; 
(ii) P (\&Xn(A)\ > y, |AA\.(£)| > y) < y~
a (^*(A U B))1+l> 
for every y > 0, A = X (<..,&,), 5 = X (ft. Mi 
.'=i ,=i 
A, B € 5rf,r,Pl.>, /4 n i9 = 0, clo /I n clo B £ 0. 
Then there exists a stochastic process Y = (Y(t), t £ (0, l)d) such that Xn ~> K in 
A.(0,1). 
P roo f . Straf [6] or Neuhaus [5] have shown that if Xn —> X and Xn satisfy the 
tightness condition for A.(0,1) then Xn —• V in A.(0,1). (26) implies the tightness 
condition for Xn which is proved in Lachout [3]. Q 
The following moment inequalities will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 5. Let ip^,..., p* : (0,1)'' —> Rrf be coordinatewise nondecreasing and 
continuous. Let 
k 
Y(A) = £ aj (J(X € Vi(A)) - F(Vi(A))), (27) 
j=i 
where X is a d-dimensional random vector with d. f. F, A £ Bd,T,Pj, and a . , . . . , a* € R. 
Let ,4, fl € Brf.r.p.v* be given such that (28) 
F(Vi(A) n Vi(B)) = F(Vi(A) n <pt(A)) = F(W(.4) n MB)) - 0 
for arbitrary j , ? = \,. ..,k,j ± I Then 
EY(,4)Y(i3) = - £ o i F ( W M ) ) . 2 a . » F ( ^ . 9 ) ) ; (29) 
j=i P=I 
er2M) = Ea iF^^))-fea^ (^ ( y 4))) ; ^ 
i=\ \ j = i / 
EY2(/1)K2(Z?) < [Y,^n^(A))\ •J2alFMB))+ (31) 
\ j= i / P=I 
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fe^teí-*))) -E«^(VP(4)). 
\ j = i / P = I 
Proof, a) k 
EY(A)Y(B) = £ «J«PCOV (I(x € V,(A)), I(x € ^(.9))) = 
J.P=I 
* 




since F(Vj(A) n ¥>-(-?)) -= 0 by (28). 
b) fc 
E Y\A) = J2 «,•«- (F(Vi(A) n <-,(A)) - F(WM))F(^i4))) -
J.P=I 
j = i \ j = i / 
since the other members are vanishing by (28). 
c) * 
E Y*(A) Y*(B) = 22 ahakakahE{(I(X € Vh(A)) - F(Vh(A)))• 
Jl.J».J3J4 = l 
• (I(X € Vk(A)) - F(Vk(A))) (I(X e Vk(B)) - F(Vk(B))) • 
• (I(X€V}t(B))-F(Vh(B)))). 
Perform the multiplication. Most of the terms vanish according to (28). The other terms 
either contain no indicator or contain only one indicator or contain two indicators having 
the common set A (resp. B). Thus, we have 
EY2(A)Y2(B) = 
k 
= £ ahakakahF(Vh(A))F(Vk(A))F(Vk(B))F(Vh(B))~ 
J1.J2.J3.J4=1 
k 
- 4 22 ahahakahF(Vh(A))F(Vk(A))F(Vk(B))F(Vh(B)) + 
J1.J2 J3.J4 = 1 
k 
+ 22 <a^hF(Vh(A))F(Vk(B))F(Vh(B)) + 
Ji Ja.j4=l 
k 
+ 22 ah^kF(Vh(A))F(Vh(A))F(Vk(B))< 
Jl02.J3=l 
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< fcajFfaiB))] EaP^p(^))+(E«i^(V.(B))) J2alF(Vp(B)). 
\j=i / P=I \ i = i / P=I 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We will verify the assumptions of Lemma 4. 
i) (7) and (8) imply (25) by Theorem 1. 
ii) Let A = X(«i,&i), & = (».,!».), A, Bt Bd<T,p^, 
i= l 
A D B = 0 and y > 0. Using Lemmas 2 and 3 gets the estimation 
P(\&Xn(an,Vn)(A)\ > y, \AXn(an,<pn)(B)\ > y) = 
= p E*»и) >У, !>„(ß) >jA< 
< sT" ( ^ E Y t n ( A ) ^ ( B ) + ^E^( / l )^EV; .
2
n ( i9) 
\ i= l i=l i=1 
+ 4 EYi„(Л)K„(ß) 
*(.-,») 
where Yin(A) = £ «0„ (I(Xin G ̂ „ ( / l ) ) - F„(v:>,,„(,4))). 
j = i 
Vi„(/l) has the form and properties required in Lemma 5. Therefore, by assumption (4), 
r(|AA'„(«„,^„)(/.)| > y, |AX„(«„,Y>„)(.9)| > V) < 
!
„ /*<<.») \ *(••») 
£ I E «u»*»(vy»M) 1 • E «ip»̂ »(v.p»(B)) + 
» A M \ *(•» 
+ E E -*»*•(**.(-*)) • E 4nl;,»(¥'ip»(̂ )) + 
i=l \ j = l / p=l 
/ H *.( ' •») \ / » * « • » ) \ 
+ ( E E <nK(^AA))\ • I E E <4.^P»(£)) I + 
/ „ *(.-.») *(.» \2) 
+ 4 E E a^fn(^n(A)) • Y, «.p»̂ »(Vip«(5)) 1 J < 
r „ /*<.,..) \ 2 (.(••,») 
< J / "T 2 E ( E I«»«I c-> I • E <»c»» • ^.*(/» u i?)+ 
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/ „ *(.» 
+ E E ««»<*» I -&AAVB) + 
\ . = i i=i 
T h e assumpt ions (5), (7) together with the fact tha t /.r,p,<£ is a finite measure ensure t h a t 
P(\AXn(an,<pn)(A)\ > y, \&Xn{an,<pn){B)\ > y) < Wy-^^AU B) 
for some cons tan t W, hence (26) holds. 
W e have verified all assumptions of Lemma 4 hence Theorem 2 holds. • 
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